THE DANGERS OF
HIRING BAE’S
MERCENARIES
How stupid was Moammar Qaddafi, who reportedly
hired the same mercenary firm that tried to take
out Equatorial Guinea’s dictator in 2004?
A total of 50 private soldiers,
including 19 South Africans, are
reported to have travelled to Libya on
instructions to smuggle the former
dictator from his birthplace of Sirte
over the border to Niger.
Among them were said to be members of
the team led by former SAS officer Simon
Mann on the “Wonga coup” to unseat
Equatorial Guinea’s dictator.

In addition to Simon Mann, after all, those
plotters also had ties to Mark Thatcher,
Maggie’s kid. And in addition to Sir Mark’s
involvement with that coup attempt, Thatcher was
involved in the BAE kick-back scheme with Saudi
Arabia. And that scheme reportedly funded covert
operations … presumably things like the Wonga
coup. Led by the same Saudi family the head of
which Qaddafi allegedly tried to assassinate.
Perhaps, after Qaddafi’s “secret” deal with
Britain on the Lockerbie bomber, he thought he
could trust the same mercenaries tied to a very
British coup. Or perhaps he was just in a pinch
and couldn’t get any more reliable mercenaries
to help him escape Libya.
But it appears Qaddafi shouldn’t have trusted
these particular mercs.
It has been alleged that one of the
security firms who provided mercenaries
for the mission may have acted as a
“double agent”, helping Nato to pinpoint
Gaddafi’s convoy for attack, and that
the dictator’s escape was “meant to

fail”.
[snip]
A source in the private security sector
said it was “highly likely” that one of
those involved deliberately recruited
mercenaries who were ill-equipped to
handle the mission.
“These guys did not have the experience
to be successful,” he said. “The
formation of the convoy, the way they
tried to leave Sirte, it’s clear they
were meant to fail.
“Someone got paid to protect him and at
the same time to deliver him.”

Which makes it all the more interesting that
Hillary was hanging out in Libya they day before
Qaddafi was assassinated. I have noted how
convenient it is that Qaddafi didn’t survive to
testify at the ICC about how Ibn Sheikh al-Libi
was suicided so conveniently; the same is true
of his Lockerbie deal. I guess if you own the
mercs “protecting” someone, it becomes a lot
easier to arrange such convenient
assassinations?
I guess dictators today can’t find mercenaries
like they used to.

